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PA RCE L C H A N G E
DE T E C T I ON

ALL PARCEL CHANGES
Pushpin recognizes all parcel changes, not just
changes to the main structure

CATEGORIZED RESULTS
Pushpin classifies changes into 10 categories,
facilitating desktop review prioritization

Try for Free

< 4 WEEK TURNAROUND
Pushpin is 10X faster than the competition,
completing countywide projects in weeks

15¢ PER PARCEL
Pushpin is 5X cheaper than the competition,
charging just 15¢ per parcel with no setup fees

Pushpin is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

651-216-6941 / randy.milbert@pushpin.us

De e p lea rning ap p lied
to ae r ia l imagery
Semi-automated change detection and feature extraction

METHODOLOGY

Addition

provides a next-generation property change detection service leveraging a patent-pending, semi· Pushpin
automated workflow that consistently achieves human-level accuracy or better. Pushpin flags changed parcels,
indicates one or more change type, and divides parcels into geographic sectors. Pushpin’s accelerated
workflow enables us to turnaround county change detection projects with hundreds of thousands of parcels in
less than four weeks.
developed the world’s largest parcel change detection training set. Each sample in the training set
· Pushpin
contains a parcel boundary with old and new high-resolution, leaf-off imagery.
then uses these samples to train, validate, and test a state-of-the-art convolutional neural network
· Pushpin
(CNN) to recognize changed parcels. Pushpin uses this custom neural network to automatically compare old
and new images and classify each parcel as changed or unchanged.
breaks large projects into batches of 500 parcels. Pushpin first uses the neural network to classify all
· Pushpin
batches. Map analysts then review 20% of the parcels in each batch. If the label agreement is 95% or greater,

PRICING

DELIVERABLES

the batch is complete. Otherwise, a map analyst manually classifies the batch and another analyst reviews the
result. Using this approach, we consistently achieve a project accuracy of 95% or better.

client receives a detailed change report like the one shown on the previous page. The report provides
· Each
an overview of the findings, map of the change locations color-coded by change type, an estimate of the
tax impact for prioritization purposes, and a searchable listing of the individual sectors reviewed.

addition, Pushpin provides the customer with login credentials to the Pushpin site where the data are
· Inavailable
online via an intuitive user interface. This also permits access to the data via mobile devices in the
field that have wireless connectivity making field reviews far more efficient.

charges 15¢ per parcel for our parcel change detection service. Sign up for our trial and we will analyze
· Pushpin
1,000 parcels for free.

Pushpin is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

651-216-6941 / randy.milbert@pushpin.us

